Project Profile: Linden to Mabura Hills Road Upgrade and River Crossing at Kurupukari

This project is expected to make major upgrades to approximately 122 km of the Linden to Lethem Road, a key section of the arterial route from the coast of Guyana to Brazil, which is currently unsurfed and prone to flooding. It will also include the construction of a crossing at Kurupukari to replace the current ferry, which has limited capacity and does not operate on a 24 hour basis. The road will open up opportunities for increased agricultural production and tourism, and the design will incorporate improved climate resilience.

Status

May, 2017
Technical Assistance (TA) Grant to prepare capital project approved

Q4, 2018
Increased TA Grant funding approved

Q4, 2019
Capital project to be approved

Q1, 2019
Consultants to undertake study/designs engaged

Project Funding

Total UKCIF allocation for Guyana
£53.2 million

Capital total
£107.7mn

TA total
£2.24mn

Other funding
£0.11mn

TA grant
£2.13mn

Other funding
£57.2mn

Capital grant
£50.5mn

Key Contacts

Government of Guyana
Ministry of Public Infrastructure (MPI)
Dionne Amsterdam, Project Coordinator
email: damsterdam@publicinfrastructure.gov.gy

Caribbean Development Bank
Andrew Dupigny, Head of Infrastructure Partnerships
email: dupigna@caribank.org